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A corrupt political system is holding us back

Summary: 
Trigger Warning - Harsh truth content ahead. Lies and other forms of propaganda aim to hide the
shocking truth .... we are all being fleeced by a system that serves the elite. Our major parties work
in the interests of the elite ... not voters and citizens. Election 2019 is when we can reset the system.
Will you help?
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You are being fed BULLSHIT
Unemployment 5% - is "Full Employment."

House prices falling "gradually" by $1,000 per week in some markets.

Bank regulators are going to turn over a new leaf ... and all will be well.
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Wages will rise and power prices will fall.

CRAP..!!

What is the underemployment rate?

Why are 30% of renters struggling to pay for food?

Why are mortgage holders looking at negative equity in their properties within the next six months?

ASIC and APRA have for decades facilitated and covered up bank crimes - why will it be different this
time?

How many people find it too tough living in a country where the deck is stacked against them? How
many choose suicide every month?

Why are so many women murdered every week?

Why are anxiety & depression hammering so many of us? Why are so many turning to drugs and
alcohol?

There is always billions for war and arms. Maybe it's because the political class is serving the
corporate class. There would be just about zero poverty if politicians really cared to do the right thing
for the people.

These are the signs & symptoms of a pathological society ..... a faulty system..!!

The only thing that will reform the system is action .... from you, your friends & your family.

The system is set up with the deliberate intent to fleece you from cradle to grave.

The denizens of politics and law are functionaries - paid well to support the system. The system is
not designed to serve your interests . You are a registered asset. Banking, insurance, taxation, the
law and debt are used to fleece and control.

The geopolitical machinations that have been in play right through the last 150 years are simply a
battle between various power centres in the world trying to maximise their access and control of the
world's resources .... and that includes you.

The problems are structural and therefore so are the solutions. Genuine reforms will end the bullshit.
You can have a better standard of living with half the hours of paid employment. That's how much
you are being ripped off right now.

There is a better way and politicians that support genuine reform are worth voting for.

Don't bother with what they say .... it's what they do that counts. And a Parliamentary Punch & Judy
show doesn't cut it.

While we generally don't support major parties we do make exceptions with particular politicians if
they step up - and the members of the House Economics Committee do deserve a chance - Tim
Wilson, Trevor Evans, Jason Falinski, Craig Kelly, Matt Thistlethwaite, Matt Keogh, Clare O'Neil &
Adam Bandt. They all did a great job recently when the bank CEOs were grilled. Let's hope they
adopt some more interesting policies before the next election .... and join the ...... evolution.

Right now we want to see more effective bipartisan work. Every pollie in Canberra must demand the
Banking Royal Commission is made longer & stronger. Commissioner Hayne must know that it is
wanted, needed and expected.
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Election 2019 - There Are No Safe Seats.

BRN's marginal seat campaign is launching soon. Let's see some quality independents and minor
parties running. The Wentworth by-election showed us all what is possible. Big swings against both
major parties - in the "safest" seat in the country - the ALP lost more than 30% of its 2016 vote..!!.

LNP and ALP candidates will switch to being independents - no doubt about it. They know what's
coming. People are sick of party politics getting in the way of good policy. We want to see good
candidates supporting structural reforms that work in the people's interests. Any major party
candidates that are looking at becoming independent for 2019 please contact us for a confidential
discussion - especially if you are sick of the childish political machinations that have harmed your
ability to deliver innovative policies that will improve the lives of your constituents.
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